
Large underground, liquid based detetors for astro-partile physis in Europe 17Table 6. Summary of the expeted neutrino interation rates in the di�erentdetetors for a 8M⊙ SN loated at 10 kp (Galati enter). The followingnotations have been used: IBD, eES and pES stand for Inverse Beta Deay,eletron and proton Elasti Sattering, respetively. The �nal state nulei aregenerally unstable and deay either radiatively (notation ∗), or by β−/β+ weakinteration (notation β−,+). The rates of the di�erent reation hannels are listed,and for LENA they have been obtained by saling the predited rates from [65, 66℄.MEMPHYS LENA GLACIERInteration Rates Interation Rates Interation Rates
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x (40Ar∗)to all neutrino �avours, would give information on the total �ux. GLACIER hasalso the opportunity to detet νe by harged-urrent interations on 40Ar with a verylow energy threshold. The detetion omplementarity between νe and ν̄e is of greatinterest and would assure a unique way of probing the SN explosion mehanism as wellas assessing intrinsi neutrino properties. Moreover, the huge statistis would allowspetral studies in time and in energy domain.We wish to stress that it will be di�ult to establish SN neutrino osillation e�etssolely on the basis of a ν̄e or νe spetral hardening, relative to theoretial expetations.Therefore, in the reent literature the importane of model-independent signatures hasbeen emphasized. Here we fous mainly on signatures assoiated to the prompt νeneutronization burst, the shok-wave propagation and the Earth matter rossing.The analysis of the time struture of the SN signal during the �rst few tensof milliseonds after the ore boune an provide a lean indiation if the full νeburst is present or absent, and therefore allows distinguishing between di�erent mixingsenarios, as indiated by the third olumn of Tab. 7. For example, if the mass orderingis normal and θ13 is large, the νe burst will fully osillate into νx. If θ13 turns out tobe relatively large one ould be able to distinguish between normal and inverted masshierarhy.As disussed above, MEMPHYS is mostly sensitive to the IBD, although the νehannel an be measured by the elasti sattering reation νx + e− → e− + νx [67℄. Ofourse, the identi�ation of the neutronization burst is the leanest with a detetorexploiting the harged-urrent absorption of νe neutrinos, suh as GLACIER. Usingits unique features of measuring νe CC events it is possible to probe osillation physisduring the early stage of the SN explosion, while with NC events one an deouplethe SN mehanism from the osillation physis [68, 69℄.A few seonds after ore boune, the SN shok wave will pass the density region


